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Learning Objectives





Discover a best practice for converting point cloud files to 2D/3D as-built models
Learn how to evaluate different scan-to-BIM tools and select the best one for your
project
Learn how to implement an effective scan-to-BIM workflow for huge construction
projects
Learn how to apply quality checks on the generated models and make sure they
capture the reality

Description
Learn how to effectively convert a point cloud file that comes from laser scanning into an
accurate 2D/3D Revit as-built model that complies with construction industry standards using
Revit software, AutoCAD Civil 3D software, and AutoCAD software. We’ll demonstrate a real
case study of one of the biggest construction projects in the Middle East. Learn which different
Autodesk tools we used in our workflow that already have been implemented in multiple real
projects across the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia by FalconViz. This class will help you build an
effective and reliable workflow for converting scanned data to an as-built, 3D Building
Information Modeling (BIM) model.

Speaker(s)
Khaled M. Abdelgawad has been in Architecture, BIM, visualization and multimedia industry
for more than 13 years. After obtaining his Bachelor degree in Architecture engineering and
Master degree in Information Technology specialized in Virtual Cities from Alexandria
University, Egypt, he worked in multiple national and multinational companies across different
industries such as Booz Allen Hamilton and King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology. Now he is CAD/Multimedia Product Technical Manager in Falconviz company one
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of the top 5 funded startup in Kingdom Saudi Arabia. In the last three years he was extensively
involved in innovative projects related to point cloud visualization, scan to BIM methodologies,
photo realistic modeling, 2D as built based on high definition survey HDS and 3D as-built BIM
modeling. Khaled will bring all his interdisciplinary technical and managerial skills and
demonstrate real case studies for huge construction projects in KSA.
Khaled.abdelgawad@falconviz.com

Mohamed Shalaby, Education: PhD in Technical Mathematics, Johannes Kepler University,
Austria Past Experience: Senior Research Scientist in the Visual Computing Center at KAUST.
Software Developer in RISC Software GmbH, Austria. Postdoctoral fellow in Applied Geometry
Institute at Johannes Kepler University. 20+ years in research, software development, teaching,
research and industrial collaboration management. Core Expertise & Contribution: Dr. Shalaby
is a Falconviz founder. He has served as VP Business Development since early 2013. Since
then, he is utilizing his industrial network to build key customer relationships and improve
FalconViz’s market position and achieve financial growth. In addition, he works in identifying
business opportunities by locating business deals; discovering and exploring opportunities. Dr.
Shalaby is also co-inventor of FalconViz IP.
Mohamed.shalaby@falconviz.com
Youssry Salman- AIA, is Building Information Modeling and Building Information Management
(BIMM) Senior Manager with an extensive multi-faced experience in architecture, engineering &
construction (AEC) industry. He has more than 22 years of in depth experience in design and
business development, demonstrating core competencies in BIMM including 6 years of
construction industry experience with a vital mix of construction companies. Since 2008,
Youssry has been leading, planning, designing, and executing different types of project
standards from inception to completion, and he has demonstrated effective leadership,
communication, coordination, motivation, and team building. As a BIMM senior manager for
Saudi Binladin Group (SBG), Youssry is involved in the process of design review and design
validation using modeling and documentation to identify, customize, and apply BIM tool software
such as Autodesk® AutoCAD®, Building Design Suite Ultimate® and Other Aurodesk Cloud
solutions.
ysalman@pbad.sbg.com.sa
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Introduction
What is the Purpose of As-built and why we need it ?
Before we are going to talk about how we can create as-built models out of a point cloud file, we
need first to have a quick look at the definition of As-built and why we need it.
As-built drawings are typically prepared by the contractor. They are more like interpolations
done for construction purposes. On the original construction documents and drawings, the asbuilt changes are made by the contractor in red ink. Therefore the changes that the contractor
makes onto the original design are called as-built drawings.
These types of drawings are very useful for different stakeholders: The owner, contractor and
the designer across all construction project stages even after the project is completed.

Point Cloud File
The point cloud file is a set of data points in a three-dimensional coordinate system. Points are
usually defined by X, Y, and Z coordinates. Point cloud files usually created by 3D laser
scanners or by using another photogrammetry reconstruction technique called Structure from
Motion (SfM).

A screenshot shows a point cloud file with millions of points

If we open a point cloud file in a text editor, it would appear like the following screenshot. Each
line represents one point, each point has six values: X, Y, Z, R, G and B; the first three values
are position coordinates while the other three values represents the color of the point. In this
example we have non-colored point cloud file that is why we have all R, G, B zero values.
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Top image shows the text file that represents the point cloud file shown in the bottom image

Point Cloud File Formats
Point cloud file can be found in different file formats such as: LAS, PTS, PTX,
PCG,…etc. We developed a flash card to help you to decide which software you should
use when converting a point cloud file from one format to another for any reason. (The
flash card is provided in the additional material)

Chart for different point cloud formats
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Standard Workflow
Based on our hands on experience especially in the last five years in the scanning field, we
share with you our standard workflow to convert the scanning output (point cloud files) to 2D/3D
as-built models. Autodesk helped us a lot by providing a complete package of software and
applications that can help in producing the final models.

A diagram shows the standard workflow for how to convert the point cloud data to 2d or 3d as-built

Here we would like to recommend Autodesk Recap software for scans processing and
registration it is very powerful tool for visualizing the point cloud files and extract some cool still
shots or videos, we consider this tool must-have when it comes to communicate point cloud files
with clients or team members.
We recommend to use Autodesk Civil3D and Autodesk AutoCAD to produce 2D as-build
drawings, On the other hand we recommend to use 3DS Max and Revit for producing 3D asbuilt model. We will show all the details for each step in the provided workflow in the following
slides.
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Scanning
In the last five years we inside Falconviz Company have accomplished many exterior/interior
scanning projects in KSA with different scales that start from apartment size to a City wide size
like what we did in Jeddah Historical City (Al-Balad) (the project in the lower right corner in the
shown image). We served different industries and fields such as: cultural heritage, construction,
real estate, surveying, planning and oil and gas.

Falconviz projects samples

Projects in the above image are all conducted in KSA, their names in order as follow:
a) and b)Point Cloud file generated from aerial scan of King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology KAUST.
c) Point cloud file for road intersection area in Jeddah city.
d) Mountainous road scanning project .
e) Scanning of Al-Direya historical city, Riyadh city.
f) Scanning of Ein Zubaida Aqueduct in Mecca city.
g) Scanning of Mda’n Saleh in Al Ula city.
h) Scanning of Thuwal city.
j) Scanning of Samhan historical area in Riyadh capital city.
k) Scanning of Al-Balad historical district in Jeddah city. (UNESCO heritage site)
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State of the art Acquisition
We have the state of the art acquisition devices from hand held laser scanners to UAVs.
Being a spin-off company from KAUST, it gives us access to a world class technology
infrastructure that enable us to provide very unique services and products to our clients
in the scanning and modeling market.

Falconviz state of the art acquisition devices

In addition to our laser static and mobile scanners, we have our own workshop facilities
and certified engineers who are design and customize drones to serve project specific
needs. In this slide we show three different types of UAV, each of which has its typical
applications and technical specifications. Two of them are multicolor and the other one is
a fixed wing UAV.

Falconviz drones fleet

Registration/Processing
The second step in the standard workflow to convert point cloud files into 2d/3d as-built models
is the registration or processing phase. The main objective in this phase is simply to join multiple
scans together and generate a unified point cloud file. This can be done by using either targets
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in the scans, known survey points or by allowing enough overlap in the scans to register by
recognizing common features.

Scanning Control point

FalconViz standard design of the ground control
point. It is used in all falconviz surveying projects.

Weather we are using terraistial scanners or drones for the scanning we need to go to the same
registration/processing phase except that in the drone scenario we call the control point (Ground
Control Point GCP). So instead of putting these control point on the wall, we simply put it on the
ground to be exposed to the drone while scanning the area or the building.

Accurately surveyed ground control points are used to geo-reference ortho-mosaic maps produced from
UAV imagery

When it comes to GCPs we need to consider the following:


A minimum number of ground control points (around five) is generally required by the
software for the referencing process to function.
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More ground control points permit more accurate results.
Ground control points cannot be clustered, but have to be scattered around the area to
be mapped for best results.
To achieve very precise geo-referencing we should survey ground control points with
Total Station Device.
The surveyed points typically are marked before the UAV flight takes place, using easyto-see aerial targets that later can be flagged inside of the processing software.

Reference: http://www.rhinoresourcecenter.com/pdf_files/143/1438073140.pdf
Autodesk Recap is a great tool when it comes to registration for laser scanner outputs. Please
check product page online to see its features.
https://www.autodesk.com/products/recap/overview
We use Recap to register laser scanning point cloud also we use it for viewing and editing point
cloud files in easy and smooth way.

Recap streamline reality capture workflows

A screenshot shows different elevations for point cloud file
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When it comes to Aerial scanning, we are obtaining the point cloud using a specific processing
software that can reconstruct the point cloud file out from hundreds of aerial geo-tagged images
captured by the drone.

A diagram shows the overview workflow of how we convert aerial images to 3D reconstruction model

2D As-built
After the registration/processing stage we come to the final deliverables. In some projects,
clients just ask to have 2D CAD drawings documenting the current status of the building. We
are in Falconviz providing different types of 2d as-built drawings; such as, architectural
surveying and topographical surveying. Drawings are varying from site areas, site dimensions,
contour maps, spot elevations and geo-referenced orthophoto.
We are using Autodesk AutoCAD and Civil3D software to produce such drawings from the point
cloud. Using Recap we effectively view and navigate the point cloud file to see all the site
captured features and topography, also we export RCP files to insert into Civil3D to start doing
the tracing and finalizing the drawings. Recently we finished different projects with a client from
USA and we were able to produce 2D as-built drawings that shows building ADA compliance.
Below are two different samples projects for 2D as-built surveying drawings. The first project is
for undeveloped slums area and the other one is for developed area. For the slums, the total
area was 790,000 square meter which equal to almost 8.5 million square feet. We were able to
capture the whole area in one hour using one of our drones, process the whole data in one day,
producing the final drawing sheets in five working days.
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A screenshot shows area perimeter of one of Falconviz projects

Screenshots show the final as-built drawings for one of Falconviz projects

A screenshot shows the final CAD drawing sheet for one of Falconviz surveying projects
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For Architectural surveying projects we recommend to insert the point cloud file into Autodesk
Revit to build a BIM model before extracting all the architectural drawings sheets out of the 3D
model. By using this technique we save much time and effort of drafting and drawings 2D lines
inside AutoCAD. Once we add the walls in the plans, we can easily build the 3D model, then we
can extract architectural details from the 3D perspective view port. After that, from the project
browser we can create different drawing sheets such as (floor plans, Ceiling plans, sections and
elevations), finally we can insert all the extracted drawings and put the final touches inside
AutoCAD.

Sample scanning projects for Architectural surveying purpose shows the 3D model on the left and the
final 2D CAD drawings on the right

Geometry Modeling
In different projects such as cultural heritage documentation projects, the client always ask for a
complete 3D as-built textured models. To build such a model we need to put the final project
goals and objectives in mind when we select the best techniques and tools that fit the project.
Below is a sample project where we use Autodesk 3DS Max software to provide the client with
fully detailed textured 3D model of a historical building.

Diagram shows different render styles for one of the historical building in KSA, Jeddah. From left to right:
The side façade as wireframe, the main entrance façade as a wireframe, the main entrance façade as a
point cloud and lastly, a true photo of the image.
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A diagram shows the 3S modeling progress using Autodesk 3DS Max

On the left, the main façade of the building with real textures while on the right, the side façade with real
textures too

As-built BIM Modeling
Recently in construction projects, the clients become more interested in 3D as-built BIM models.
First step to convert the point cloud into a complete BIM model, we need to extract the geometry
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of the building first then we convert it into a 3D BIM model. In small and medium projects we
can rely only on Autodesk Revit and Recap to do the task, while in the huge projects we need to
work with a third party program beside Revit and Recap to automatically detect geometry from
the point cloud file.

Sample 3D as-built BIM model for one of Falconviz projects

Best Practice Workflow in Huge Buildings
It is very challenging to scan and model a building with more than 3 million square feet! After
hands on experience in one of the largest projects in the Middle East region we come up with
the following best practice work flow to convert the scanned data to 2D as-built drawings and 3D
BIM as-built.

A diagram shows the best practice workflow for converting the point cloud file into BIM as-built model
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In the following case study project our scope was to convert the point cloud data captured for 3
million square feet into a complete 3D BIM as-built model.

A chart shows the four different floor plans for the case study project

The project was very challenging, it had two different installation types: temporary and
permanent systems. The installed systems in the ceiling were very complex. Please check
below screenshots to see the complexity level.

A screenshot of the point cloud file of the case study project shows the complexity of the installation
systems
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A close up screenshot of the point cloud file of the case study project shows the complexity of the
installation systems

Scanning
We have scanned huge area, more than 3 million square feet using Leica scanner P20. In the
huge areas like this project it is highly recommended to divide the whole area into small sections
for better scanning management and to achieve highest possible scanning accuracy. In this
specific project we divide the whole site into two perpendicular directions; the first directions was
color coded and named in letters (Zone A, Zone B, Zone C and Zone D), while the other
direction was numbered from (zone 1 to zone 16). We keep the naming convention of each area
while scanning and exporting the point cloud files.

Floor plan color coded and divided into different sections.
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Pre-scan Planning
Before start the scanning process, it is highly recommended that you spent some time planning
for your scanning activities. It is very important to distribute the scanning control points in a way
that the scanner can easily view them while scanning and to be easily shown in more than one
scanner location to facilitate the registration process later. In each area we put between 10 to 13
control points to keep the accuracy to the highest level. After distributing the control points, we
take the measurements of each point and plot it in AutoCAD files in their real coordinates. Also,
we need to decide where to put the scanner in each area and how many scans we need to
achieve highest accuracy level in less time.

Left: 13 control points (CPs) marked in the plan, Right: site photo for two of the CPs

Screenshot of AutoCAD file includes 13 control points (CPs) marked in the plan with all their total station
measurements (real coordinates)
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Screenshot of floor plan shows the three scanner locations selected to scan area 3C

Registration
After we finish the scanning and transfer the point cloud files from the scanner to the computer,
we register each area separately using the pre-measured control points using Lieca Cyclone
software and exported as .PTS files. Then we use Recap software to export each area as
unified point cloud .RCS file. After that we added all areas together in one project file .RCP and
come up with a complete registered point cloud for the whole floor as shown in below images.

A diagram shows all the registered RCS files inside the support folder of Recap project
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Left: a screenshot of the one of the floor plans scans registered inside Recap, Right: a screenshot of the
point cloud

Extract 360 Panorama
In the huge projects like our case study, it is very critical to facilitate the communication and
feedback channels between different project teams. We need to find a tool that can help
modelers to communicate easily and effectively with the acquisition teams when they have
specific requests or inquiries. Using Leica TruView software, we can view and share 360
panorama for each scan location where we can add notes, take real measurements and acquire
real coordinates for any point in the file, Then we can easily take a snapshot and share it with
the team. Leica TruView played very critical rule in this project and make our life easier
communicating and sharing different kind of notations between all project stakeholders. In the
light of realistic 360 Panorama that can be exported and viewd in TruView, we actually wonder if
this can be adopted in the future as one of the as-built product which can be used in building
operation and maintenance after finishing construction phase. We expect that in the near future
we will see this concept widely adopted and implemented specially in the huge public building
like the provided case study.
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A Screenshot of one of the scans inside Leica TruView software

Geometry Modeling
After we finished the scanning, the registratino and extracting the 360 Panorama, it is the time
to start working on the modeling stage. In huge projects like this we need to think how to
facilitate modeling efforts so we can decrease the time spent in modeling to make the project
economically effective and reduce the overall costs.
Before we went into modeling stage, we spent some time searching about the best technique
and software that can help to model such huge data. First, we tried to use Revit and Recap only
to model the whole installed system, but it was very time consuming; it was not easy navigating
the point cloud huge files inside Revit, not because Revit can't handle this but mainly because
of the complexity nature of the data. For example, It was very challenging task to slice one
HVAC duct and model it inside Revit directly from the point cloud. That is why we decided to go
for intermediate stage and we call geometry modeling. In this stage we intended to find a tool
that can automatically detect and generate models directly from the point cloud. We evaluated
different third party software under (Scan-to-BIM) category. After intensive study we decided to
use ClearEdge Edgewise software in the geometry detection and modeling stage. Please check
below evaluation chart for more insights about comparison results.
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Geometry Modeling: Tools Evaluation

Using Edgewise software we were able to extract in a semi-automatic way all geometry of
HVAC ducts, cable trays and cable trunks. Additionally, we were able to automatically detect all
pipes in different diameters using built in pipe extraction algorithm.

Edgewise screenshot showing how to extract HVAC ducts in semi-automatic way.
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Edgewise screenshot showing how to extract HVAC ducts in semi-automatic way

Edgewise screenshot showing the result of using built in pipe detection algorithm

Convert Geometry to BIM
In this stage we exported the geometry from Edgewise and imported it into Revit. We used the
geometry model as guiding layer inside Revit to redraw BIM models for all installed systems
(HVAC, Cable Routing and Pipes). We have to insert the whole geometry model of the whole
floor, then we start BIM modeling steps. It is very important to prepare your project BIM libraries
and catalogue before starting modeling phase to save your time while working on converting the
geometry to BIM model. To model the support systems, we needed to insert the RCP point
cloud file into Revit to identify supporting systems locations.
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Quality Check
Although quality checks should be applied on all project stages starting from scanning and
ending with the final BIM models, we will focus on the quality checks related to the modeling
stage. We developed quality check list for the geometry modeling stage that should be used in
any Scan-to-BIM tool. Also, we developed another quality check list for BIM modeling inside
Revit. Check both check lists below.

Geometry modeling quality check list

BIM modeling quality check list

After we finish the BIM modeling phase we run different tests on the final models. First, we test
each system model separately inside Revit using Interference Check utility. Then we fixed
whatever clashes detected. Keep in mind that we can't set clashing tolerance inside Revit.
Moreover, we are combining all systems modeled in one Revit file and run another clash report
inside Autodesk Naviswork. After generating the clash report, we spent few hours to do the final
fixes and then sign off the model to the client. It is higly recommended to use interference check
to test separte systems, but when it comes to check clashes between different systems, we
should go with Naviswork option.
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A diagram shows two level of quality checks run in Revit and Naviswork software.

Screenshot shows Revit interference check report settings
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Screenshot shows Revit interference check report sample

Screenshot shows Naviswork clash report sample
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Conclusion





For big projects always go with prototype and demo phase before contracting.
It is better to use Revit for detecting clashing between the same system and use
Navisworks to detect clashes between different systems.
Scan to BIM tools don't give you a complete BIM mode, you will have to remodel many
parts.
There is no current tool that can generate cable routing automatically from the point
cloud.
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Terminology
3D scanner A device that captures data on the shape and colors of a real-world environment
for processing in the digital world, such as construction of 3D models.
Accuracy The accuracy of a mesh file is measured by the deviation between the actual part
and the measured result. It depends on the specifications of the scanner used and on the
quality of the set-up. In 3D scanning, accuracy differs from resolution (see below).
Alignment In 3D scanning, this refers to the act of bringing all the scans into a common
reference system, where data is merged into a complete model. Also called registration.
CAD Computer-aided design; the act of creating a digital model for design, engineering and
manufacturing. The models are based on various geometric entities such as triangles, lines and
curved surfaces.
Digital archiving The ability to save models of physical objects in a digital environment, saving
time and money.
Digital reconstruction The act of scanning a physical object in order to rebuild or renovate it
close to its original state or at a different scale.
Photogrammetry A methodology for extracting high-accuracy measurements from photos of an
object or environment.
Point cloud A set of data points within a coordinate system. In a three-dimensional coordinate
system, these points are usually defined by XYZ coordinates, and are intended to represent the
external surface of an object. Typical formats for point clouds are .txt, .pts, .ptx, .las,..etc.
UAV an unmanned aerial vehicle (an aircraft piloted by remote control or onboard computers).
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